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========================= The PLJ Modular. (I) The oscillator stage of each modulator has its own high frequency oscillator plus a low frequency oscillator. The two operate in conjunction with the envelope and can be modified by it to generate a CV for, for example, the depth control (if the envelope is enabled for modulating the low frequency oscillator). (II) The
envelope has four knobs. A (activated by D), B (activated by S), R (activated by R), and U (activated by A+R). The envelope's output is a CV which controls the rate (B), depth (U), resonance (R) or rate plus depth (A+R). (III) The incoming CV is added to the oscillator. (IV) Depending on the input source, the modulation may be applied to a variable or a fixed CV. This may

affect (add to) the oscillator (a depth signal) or its rate (a tremolo signal). (V) Depending on the modulation mode (variable or fixed), the modulation may be applied to the filter cutoff, resonance, etc. (VI) Depending on the modulation mode, the audio output is routed to the "mix" inputs of the effects section (A) or the "output" controls (U). In other words, there are four outputs
from the PLJ Modular. The mix inputs are CV-adjustable which means that they can be used to fine-tune the effects section (e.g. EQ). (VII) The output of each modulator can be routed to anywhere. For example, a modulation input on one of the modulators can add to the audio output. A simple example of use: There are nine modulation inputs available. (Using an oscillator as a
"pitch" input does not count!) However, because there are only five modulators, there can be up to five inputs. So, in addition to a simple pitch input, one might have: A CV control (adds to the oscillator's depth) A CV control (adds to the oscillator's rate) A CV control (adds to the oscillator's resonance) A CV control (adds to the oscillator's rate plus depth) A CV control (adds to

the oscillator's depth plus rate) A CV control (adds to the filter's
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CV. A controls the value of the modulation CV for each MIDI note R. A controls the reset CV, turning the modulators off until a fresh note is played A. A controls the amplfier CV. If A is 0, there will be no audio output D. D controls the detune CV. The detune range is from 0 to 128. A low detune CV is self-oscillating but high detunes will be fed to the output with a zero VCA
S. S controls the oscillator CV. S=0 is "bypass" mode, S=1 is "switched" mode. S=0 will be flat but S=1 will oscillate R. R controls the rate CV. T. T controls the depth CV. The range is 0 to 10. A value of 0 turns off the CV If A=0, T=0 and the modulation is inverted, it becomes A=1, T=0 and the modulation is inverted. NOTE: All controls can be modulated by velocity or

aftertouch or pitch but not by voice. Voice only controls pitch or a note's duration, not velocity or aftertouch. This means that when the pitch or velocity/aftertouch is being modulated, it is the key's part of the modulation CV that is being changed. The MIDI CC is 0, which will put an envelope on the incoming CV, and the envelope's value is the "in/out" signal. The CC can also be
any other value. This means that the modulators have any in/out signal that is associated with that CC. MIDI Channel Change commands - effect a change in CV - see note below First the notes played with CV=0. Later, any notes with a MIDI CC with the channel change command. This means that the next note in the CC will have CV=the channel change value. Note: if you want
to change CCs you must start a modulation on all modulators when you send the command. You cannot send a modulator without also sending a channel change to all modulators. You cannot send any channel change without having some modulator on, if you do not have any modulator on then it will be a blank note. FIXED CONTROLS This set of controls affect the whole CV on

the modulator. They are set on each note and hold for the duration of the note. - CV. A controls the value of the modulation CV for 77a5ca646e
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---------------- The synth includes a keyboard layout with a full set of tonal effects: - Low, Medium and High Frequency Resonance - Low, Medium and High Frequency Cutoff (pulse width) - Low, Medium and High Frequency Tremolo (pitch modulation) - Low, Medium and High Volume (amplitude modulation) - Low, Medium and High Rate (pulse frequency) - Pitch Shift -
Digital Noise Modulation The effects can be activated by control voltage and all are configurable as CV curves. The Low, Medium and High RF envelope sections all have CV envelopes which can be used for either modulator input to control the output of the effect. All the CV envelopes are linear or s-shaped. You have the choice of linear or s-shaped. There is a small logarithmic-
shaped envelope at the beginning of the system (before the RF/AM controls). If you do not use a logarithmic envelope, this does not affect the shape of the envelope but it affects the rate at which the envelope crosses zero. With a logarithmic envelope, the envelope rate is reduced and the envelope is completely linear. The logarithmic envelope will be the fastest, so can be used to
control the rate of the envelope of an effect that you want to be logarithmic. For example, using a logarithmic filter envelope, can be useful to set a filter's rate for instance. Tonal effects are mapped to CV envelopes. The "CV curve" that a MIDI note maps to is not linear, and can also be set to be s-shaped, but for maximum clarity I have only included one example here. I have
found the best way to understand how to set a CV curve is to play some notes. Try the following on a MIDI channel in PLJ or in a separate track on your sequencer. You can use the first two notes of the following sample to set both the output and the input to be different values. The sequence below Set 'G1' and 'E2' to a note with velocity =7 and 'G2' to a note with velocity =9
MIDI -> MIDI CV E2

What's New In?

The PLJ Modular Synth is a whole range oscillator (that is, not just one "low frequency" control). Unlike some oscillator modelling synths, PLJ has full range. It is also, if not completely, "real time" - that is, a simulation of a real analog synth, not necessarily playable in real time. What a real analog synth does is add various control voltages to a carrier wave, usually a sine wave.
The amount of control voltage is often called the oscillator rate. The name is pretty poor, actually, because often the term "frequency" is also used, for example when talking about ADSR or high-frequency oscillators. However, some high-frequency oscillators actually have an oscillator rate. A real analog synth will do an awful lot of things in response to the oscillator rate. For
example, it will have a decaying amplitude envelope which gets shorter at higher rate. Or it might have a bright-saturation or deep-saturation effect depending on how much oscillator rate it has. Or it might have a rise and fall time. Or it might have envelope generators on the two main waves, controlled by the oscillator rate. Each modulator has a range of values for the oscillator
rate. Because a real analog synth can have an oscillator rate of - well, you'd be surprised how much it can be. A real analog synth can be used to imitate a whole range of things, from pianos to basses, for example. The PLJ Modular has a range from 0v to 10v, or 0 to 10Hz. Each modulator has two optional stages - the envelope and the oscillator. The envelopes can be used to shape
the incoming CV. For example, a modulator with pitch as its input has a range of 0v to 10v. Setting A=0, D=0, S=1, R=0 means this range is scaled down to 0v to 1v, which is probably more useful. (A/D/R 0 is a pretty short time but note that the full CV is passed through briefly. In bypass mode, of course, the entire voltage passes, unaffected.) The oscillators can be used to
generate a periodically varying CV. The incoming CV either affects (adds to) the oscillator rate or depth voltages. (In "bypass" mode, the output will be flat.) These are not just "low frequency" oscillators - they are full range. Stick below a rate of about 6v for "traditional" low frequency controls. Take care with depth - some effects require subtlety, particularly adding noise. The
output from each modulator can be routed to (to add to) any one of the following: - the audio wave form pitch (also fed from the MIDI pitch) to effect tremelo (or pitch modulation) - the audio wave
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10 CPU: Pentium 3 600 MHz / Pentium 4 1.8 GHz / AMD Athlon 2000 Memory: 512 MB RAM Video Card: Nvidia Geforce 7300 GT / ATI X1600 Pro Hard Disk: 4 GB Hard Drive Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card DirectX: Version 9.0 Keyboard and Mouse: Microsoft Intellimouse or compatible Recommended: OS:
Windows XP / Vista /
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